
Half and Half Sound FX Pack 1
TrackTitle Duration
Aerosol air freshener can spraying 00:01.472
Air tone in an empty school yard at dawn with city air and faint bird chirps, Neumann 00:26.933
Air tone at night at 5 AM in a loop 00:22.005
4 month-old baby crying frustratedly and forlornly 00:08.842
C4 explosive arming beep, x2 00:00.981
Birds in the countryside chirping sharply 01:08.618
Vinyl roller blinds moving down then up 00:12.176
Body cavity peeling and opening slow and complex 00:09.461
Body stab juicily x4 00:06.352
Bone breaking crisply with a crackle 00:01.215
Muffled bone break, slow 00:01.317
Prison buzzer, reverberant 00:02.922
Reclining leather La-Z-Boy chair extend and release 2 00:06.490
70 year old male coughing gruffly 00:00.922
Crowd in an airport monorail station idling lightly with train arriving and crowd swelling, big with voices 03:21.855
Crowd at a small airport’s arrivals area, medium busy with swells and some activity 03:01.205
Crowd at a small airport’s departures area, thick, busy, and hustling 02:27.840
Crowd applause at a minor league baseball game cheering with air horn, whoops growing and releasing 00:18.608
Applause inside a cinema with a small swell 00:14.853
Crowd in a bar or pub booing in friendly disappointment 2 00:05.738
Crowd in a bar or pub cheering yeah 00:02.698
Crowd in a bar or pub reacting with an Ohh and saying Unbelieveable 00:08.160
Crowd in a Starbucks cafe light with character and bubbly barista 02:49.541
Crowd in a Starbucks cafe light and scattered with chatting and muttering 01:09.685
Crowd cheering at a minor league baseball game with applause, air horns, yells and whoop, home run 00:25.658
Crowd cheering and whistling ecstatically in the distance 00:16.922
Crowd of 1000 people outside cheering with a swell, drum, bell, and whistle, ecstatic 00:06.565
Crowd of four people inside with an ecstatic cheer bursting in celebration with kissing and laughing 00:08.586
Crowd of four people inside with an ecstatic cheer bursting in celebration with kissing, laughing and clapping in the distance 100:07.936
Crowd in a Chinatown food court in the distance loitering, D50 03:10.362
Crowd in Chinatown with old men playing a game chatting, light and jolly, D50 01:07.951
Big and thick crowd in a clinic waiting room, busy with a baby wailing 01:25.536
Medium crowd outside milling and waiting and relaxing 00:34.613
Crowd in a hospital cardiology reception area with footsteps, doors, voices, and light laughter 03:32.810
Crowd at a hospital emergency room nurse’s station, light and milling with nurse’s voices 03:55.722
Crowd at a hospital emergency room nurse’s station, voices, milling, with nurses discussing happily 01:32.922
Crowd at a hospital emergency room nurse’s station, voices, milling, with nurses discussing frantically 01:41.498
Crowd on a cafe patio sparse and loitering with chatting 01:31.941
Crowd in a police station headquarters lobby, light and scattered and pleasant 03:09.845
Crowd at a protest chanting with horns and a whistle in the distance 01:36.629
Crowd of 1000 people at a protest chanting and singing with drums and bell in the distance, indistinguishable to You are fired00:48.095
Crowd of 1000 people at a protest chanting and singing with drums and bell in the distance, indistinguishable 01:48.890
Crowd of 1000 people at a protest chanting with drums and bell in the distance, You are fired 02:27.231
Crowd at a subway station entrance busy at rush hour passing 02:04.181
Crowd at a subway station entrance during rush hour in a steady throng with PA 02:46.282
Crowd on a regional train station platform boarding, thick, milling, waiting, and shuffling 02:52.986
Crowd in a train station in the Great Hall light and milling and cheerful in the distance 04:43.082
Crowd in a train station in the Great Hall sparse and light with relaxed voices and distant activity 01:09.727
Crowd in a train station at regional arrivals with a thriving throng in a stream of footsteps 02:56.032
Crowd in a train station entrance, thick with steady passes 02:50.581
Water cascading down a small dam, rushing furiously in a loop 00:34.880
Eating potato chips with a crunch in a series 2 00:28.682
Fingers snapping strong x4 00:02.981
Flesh peeling and skull opening slowly 00:03.898
Head caving and peeling with a slow and rubbery crack 00:12.842
Head hitting with a hammer and piercing hard x4 00:13.167
Clown horn honking fast and cheeky 00:04.266
Woman in her late twenties laughing slowly 00:02.351
Female and male laughing amused 00:04.085
Late thirties man laughing, creepy and subtle in a series 00:11.322
Male thirty year old laughing evil and deep and diabolical and peppy 00:03.024
Late thirties man moaning in pain, dying with hits to fade 00:08.832
Computer mouse clicking franticly and escalating 1 00:10.282
Paper sheet ripping in a series 00:28.266
Tearing a paper check or check out of a checkbook 00:00.789
Cordless telephone high burbling ring tone x4 00:18.869
Nortel Vista 100 electronic phone burbling ring tone and then aborting 00:16.917
Urban rain and thunderstorm at night, rolling and brooding in a loop 00:24.122
30 foot wide medium-speed river wash, clifftop POV, distant 01:11.010
Room tone in a hospital dermatology reception area with activity, light with set up 03:07.733
Room tone in a hospital dermatology reception area with activity, light with set up, cart and cupboards and voices 02:22.245
Room tone in a hospital emergency room hallway with air, light activity, and muttering 00:56.645
Room tone in empty ice rink with distant activity 01:32.965
Room tone in a subway station at a streetcar platform with vent 01:32.618
Skin peeling slowly and detaching 00:05.477
Man sneezing and coughing x2 in the distance 00:00.890
Windex spray bottle pumping quickly with a ronk sound, long 00:07.237
Subway station with streetcar departing and distant subway arriving 03:10.704
Electric UTDC CLRV streetcar passing with a slow glide 00:17.333
Swallow water with mouth closed naturally 00:00.106
Urban thunderstorm with rain rolling slowly and soothing with car passes 02:38.816
Morning city intersection traffic, sparse with heavy swells, stop and good with trucks 02:17.424
Morning city intersection traffic, sparse with swells, slow and relaxed 03:18.650
Four lane intersection traffic, light with swells, horns, and random voices 02:44.800
Four lane intersection traffic with streetcars, medium fast waves, footsteps and voices with character and scooter 03:26.565
Four lane intersection traffic, stop and go with police whistle and streetcar 03:40.138
Traffic at a hill intersection with streetcar tracks, wide POV, medium with trucks toiling, D50 02:18.800
Traffic in a parking garage, light and calm 03:44.362
Train station on the platform with trains idling, arriving, bells, and rail squeals 04:04.800
Train station on the platform with trains idling calmly with faint PA 01:28.714
Train station on the platform with trains idling and departing lazily 03:56.762
Train yard with two freight trains idling. One train passes, another horn then departs, D50 04:00.858
Diesel electric freight train passing by slowly with cars, D50 03:06.687
Diesel electric passenger train idling then departing with bell 01:33.007
M35 2 half ton military truck approaching, pause, pass with a rattle 00:07.445
Late thirties man saying, Cocksucker 00:01.141
Late thirties man saying, Fuck you, viciously, x2 00:02.602
Late thirties man saying, Shit, surprised 00:01.696
Man vomitting or puking in a toilet while coughing with a dry heave and recovering 2 00:01.520
Man in his forties whistling and hailing a cab in a series 00:19.418
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